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READING CHAMPION: DAVID AND GOLIATH
Katie Dale
Illustrated by Shahab Shamshirsaz

• ISBN: 9781445172385
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 24

An exciting retelling of the famous story of David, a young shepherd boy, who 
faces the mighty giant warrior, Goliath, armed only with a slingshot and pebble.

Reading Champion offers independent reading books for children to practise and 
reinforce their developing reading skills.

Fantastic, original stories are accompanied by engaging artwork and a reading 
activity. Each book has been carefully graded so that it can be matched to a child’s 
reading ability, encouraging reading for pleasure.

Independent Reading 11 stories are the perfect introduction to first chapter 
books for children aged 6+ who are reading at book band 11 in classroom reading 
lessons.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/katie-dale/


READING CHAMPION: THE JOKER
Kay Woodward
Illustrated by Alex Paterson

• ISBN: 9781445168838
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 24

Milly was a joker – she just LOVED playing jokes on her family. But after a whole 
week of Milly tricking them, her family decide to play a joke of their own…

Reading Champion offers independent reading books for children to practise and 
reinforce their developing reading skills.

Fantastic, original stories are accompanied by engaging artwork and a reading 
activity. Each book has been carefully graded so that it can be matched to a child’s 
reading ability, encouraging reading for pleasure.

Independent Reading 11 stories are the perfect introduction to first chapter 
books for children aged 6+ who are reading at book band 11 in classroom reading 
lessons.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/kay-woodward/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/alex-paterson-2/


READING CHAMPION: THE BLACKOUT
Jenny Jinks
Illustrated by Dan Widdowson

• ISBN: 9781445172408
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 24

When there is a power cut, Ajay and Dion are really disappointed. They were just 
in the middle of a game, and Dad can’t even cook anything for dinner! But Dad 
has a few old camping tricks up his sleeve, and he has a plan …

Reading Champion offers independent reading books for children to practise and 
reinforce their developing reading skills.

Fantastic, original stories are accompanied by engaging artwork and a reading 
activity. Each book has been carefully graded so that it can be matched to a child’s 
reading ability, encouraging reading for pleasure.

Independent Reading 11 stories are the perfect introduction to first chapter 
books for children aged 6+ who are reading at book band 11 in classroom reading 
lessons.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/jenny-jinks/


READING CHAMPION: GUINEA PIGS ON THE LOOSE
Cath Jones
Illustrated by Alex Patrick

• ISBN: 9781445172392
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 24

Becks has the responsibility of looking after the school guinea pigs for the 
weekend. She looks after them well, but those guinea pigs are just too tempted 
by next door’s garden!

Reading Champion offers independent reading books for children to practise and 
reinforce their developing reading skills.

Fantastic, original stories are accompanied by engaging artwork and a reading 
activity. Each book has been carefully graded so that it can be matched to a child’s 
reading ability, encouraging reading for pleasure.

Independent Reading 11 stories are the perfect introduction to first chapter 
books for children aged 6+ who are reading at book band 11 in classroom reading 
lessons.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/cath-jones/


A PROBLEM SHARED: TALKING ABOUT DEATH
Louise Spilsbury

• ISBN: 9781445170435
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

A positive and proactive book that helps you understand and cope with death.

In Death, you will read two sides to the dilemmas, situations or issues that children sometimes 
have to face at a difficult time in their lives. Encouraging you to put yourself in someone else’s 
shoes to see why they have reacted in a certain way or said certain things will help you to 
understand why different point of view arise in the first place and why your perspective might 
cloud your judgement or stop others from seeing your point of view.

It will help you to find ways to positively and proactively resolve situations, deal with your 
emotions and maybe even change your mind. Death tackles situations including: the loss of a 
grandparent, the loss of a sibling, the death of a parent and the death of a friend

The book includes top tips for dealing with your emotions and conflict resolution.

The A Problem Shared series looks at tricky situations and common problems from two sides. 
The books encourage the reader to not only speak out, but also to listen to what others have 
to say. Some of the core values of PSHE are empathy, mindfulness and engaging with debate 
and this series puts the reader firmly in the middle, allowing them to make up their own mind 
about the scenarios presented and to question their own initial assumptions or bias.

Perfect resources for students of PSHE at Key Stage 2 aged 9+, these books are also useful as 
opportunities for discussion topics in class or as role play situations.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/louise-spilsbury/


A PROBLEM SHARED: TALKING ABOUT BULLYING
Louise Spilsbury

• ISBN: 9781445171272
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

A positive and proactive book that helps you understand and cope with bullying.

There’s two sides to every story. In Bullying, you will read two sides to the dilemmas, sticky 
situations or issues that children sometimes have to face when dealing with others. 
Encouraging you to put yourself in someone else’s shoes to see why they have reacted in a 
certain way or said certain things will help you to understand why different point of view arise 
in the first place and why your perspective might cloud your judgement or stop other seeing 
your point of view.

It will help you to find ways to positively and proactively resolve situations, deal with your 
emotions and maybe even change your mind. Bullying tackles situations including: physical 
bullying, frenemies, cyberbullying, and when you might be the bully.
The book includes top tips for dealing with your emotions and conflict resolution.

The A Problem Shared series looks at tricky situations and common problems from two sides. 
The books encourage the reader to not only speak out, but also to listen to what others have 
to say. Some of the core values of PSHE are empathy, mindfulness and engaging with debate 
and this series puts the reader firmly in the middle, allowing them to make up their own mind 
about the scenarios presented and to question their own initial assumptions or bias.

Perfect resources for students of PSHE at Key Stage 2 aged 9+, these books are also useful as 
opportunities for discussion topics in class or as role play situations.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/louise-spilsbury/


GROW YOUR MIND: FACE YOUR FEARS
Alice Harman
Illustrated by David Broadbent

• ISBN: 9781445169347
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

Help children, aged 7 plus, face their fears and worries!

This book is packed with fun and varied ways for children to improve positivity, confidence and 
mental well-being in a way that works for them. The book has ideas for overcoming all sorts of 
issues with tips and practical activities.

Grow your Mind is a series of books that explore how we develop a ‘Growth Mindset’ – when 
children believe they can get smarter, they understand that effort makes them stronger and 
then the extra time and effort they put in can lead to higher achievement, confidence and 
self-satisfaction.

Written in consultation with Katherine Muncaster, a leading headteacher who has 
implemented a renowned growth mindset programme in her school, this is a must have for 
any school, or parent, with wellbeing on their agenda.

Part of a series of 8 titles: Ask for Help, Boost Your Brain, Build Resilience, Don’t Panic, Face 
Your Fears, Make Mistakes, Think Positive, Work Smarter.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/alice-harman/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/david-broadbent/


KIDS CAN COPE: LET GO OF JEALOUSY
Gill Hasson
Illustrated by Sarah Jennings

• ISBN: 9781445166162
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 

It’s not always easy for a child to know when they’re jealous; sometimes they may have felt 
sad and upset or cross and angry and not know why. But when a child thinks it’s not fair that 
someone else has got something they want or can do something that they can’t, or when they 
envy what someone else has or can do, then they’re experiencing jealousy.

Jealousy can bring all sorts of difficult feelings and unhelpful behaviour with it. Let Go of 
Jealousy suggests ways in which a child can learn to recognise and manage jealousy; to control 
jealousy before it controls them.

Each book in the ‘Kids Can Cope’ series is backed up with practical activities for the child to 
complete and discuss, consolidating and personalising learning, plus extra notes for parents or 
teachers.

Supports PSHE teaching in the National Curriculum, and encourages both self development 
and empathy for others, while fostering resilience and giving advice on how to seek help.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/gill-hasson-2/


KIDS CAN COPE: SAY HI WHEN YOU'RE SHY
Gill Hasson
Illustrated by Sarah Jennings

• ISBN: 9781445166148
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 

Lots of children feel shy when they don’t know what to do or what to say. It might take them a 
while to warm up and feel more sure about talking to adults and joining in with other children. 
And sometimes a child just might like being on their own and playing alone.

There may, however, be times when children do want to speak up or join in but don’t know 
how to get past their shyness. And sometimes, their shyness might hold them back and make 
them miss out on things or endure rather than enjoy events.

Don’t Hide Because You’re Shy helps children learn to be more confident and comfortable 
around other children and grown-ups. It suggests ways children can overcome their shyness in 
a variety of situations.

Each book in the ‘Kids Can Cope’ series is backed up with practical activities for the child to 
complete and discuss, consolidating and personalising learning, plus extra notes for parents or 
teachers.

Supports PSHE teaching in the National Curriculum, and encourages both self development 
and empathy for others, while fostering resilience and giving advice on how to seek help.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/gill-hasson-2/


I CARE ABOUT: MY PLANET
Liz Lennon
Illustrated by Michael Buxton

• ISBN: 9781445171920
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

A charming non-fiction book that promotes a caring attitude and an 
understanding of the ways even little ones can make a difference to the planet. 
The book explores topics such as litter, waste, energy use and plastic. In a very 
gentle way, it encourages children to be green and appreciate the planet and is an 
ideal starting point for discussing environmental issues.

It is part of a series ‘I care about’ for children aged 4+. The titles are: My Friends, 
My Planet, Animals, My Family, My Growing Brain, My Body. The illustrations by 
Michael Buxton are quirky and fun and are designed to inspire a child’s 
imagination.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/liz-lennon/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/michael-buxton/


I CARE ABOUT: MY PLANET
Liz Lennon
Illustrated by Michael Buxton

• ISBN: 9781445171883
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

A charming non-fiction book that promotes a caring attitude and an 
understanding of the ways even little ones can make a difference to the 
planet. The book explores topics such as litter, waste, energy use and plastic. 
In a very gentle way, it encourages children to be green and appreciate the 
planet and is an ideal starting point for discussing environmental issues.

It is part of a series ‘I care about’ for children aged 4+. The titles are: My 
Friends, My Planet, Animals, My Family, My Growing Brain, My Body. The 
illustrations by Michael Buxton are quirky and fun and are designed to inspire 
a child’s imagination.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/liz-lennon/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/michael-buxton/


WORLD FEATURE FOCUS: RIVERS
Rebecca Kahn

• ISBN: 9781445161624
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

Explore ten of the world’s most awesome rivers!

From The Ganges to the Amazon, discover some of the most famous and 
important rivers on the planet. Zoom in on their most interesting features, 
with the help of engaging artwork and key information. Each river ‘profile’ is 
accompanied by unique illustrations and clear photos.

The World Feature Focus series brings a fresh perspective to the world’s most 
significant elements and landforms. With artwork that emphasises the 
otherworldliness and beauty that exists within the make-up of Earth, children 
aged 7 upwards will be equally entranced and informed about the world’s 
geography.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/rebecca-kahn/


WORLD FEATURE FOCUS: HABITATS
Rebecca Kahn

• ISBN: 9781445162003
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

Explore ten of the world’s most awesome habitats!

From Lake Baikal to the Great Barrier Reef, discover some of the most famous 
and important habitats on the planet. Zoom in on their most interesting 
features, with the help of engaging artwork and key information. Each habitat 
‘profile’ is accompanied by unique illustrations and clear photos.

The World Feature Focus series brings a fresh perspective to the world’s most 
significant elements and landforms. With artwork that emphasises the 
otherworldliness and beauty that exists within the make-up of Earth, children 
aged 7 upwards will be equally entranced and informed about the world’s 
geography.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/rebecca-kahn/


WORLD FEATURE FOCUS: MOUNTAINS
Rebecca Kahn

• ISBN: 9781445161969
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

Explore ten of the world’s most awesome mountain ranges!

From the Rockies to the Great Dividing Range, discover some of the most 
famous and important mountain ranges on the planet. Zoom in on their most 
interesting features, with the help of engaging artwork and key information. 
Each mountain range ‘profile’ is accompanied by unique illustrations and clear 
photos.

The World Feature Focus series brings a fresh perspective to the world’s most 
significant elements and landforms. With artwork that emphasises the 
otherworldliness and beauty that exists within the make-up of Earth, children 
aged 7 upwards will be equally entranced and informed about the world’s 
geography.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/rebecca-kahn/


WORLD FEATURE FOCUS: SETTLEMENTS
Rebecca Kahn

• ISBN: 9781445161983
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

Explore ten of the world’s most awesome settlements!

From the Ctesiphon to Las Vegas, discover some of the most famous and 
important settlements on the planet. Zoom in on their most interesting 
features, with the help of engaging artwork and key information. Each 
settlement ‘profile’ is accompanied by unique illustrations and clear photos.

The World Feature Focus series brings a fresh perspective to the world’s most 
significant elements and landforms. With artwork that emphasises the 
otherworldliness and beauty that exists within the make-up of Earth, children 
aged 7 upwards will be equally entranced and informed about the world’s 
geography.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/rebecca-kahn/


EXPERIENCES MATTER: GIRAFFE GOES TO THE DOCTOR
Sue Graves
Illustrated by Trevor Dunton

• ISBN: 9781445173306
• Format: Hardback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

Giraffe Goes to the Doctor offers a gentle introduction to the experience of visiting the 
doctor for young children.

This funny, charming story is the perfect way to introduce young children to the experience 
of visiting the doctor. Also included are suggestions for activities and ideas to talk through 
together to help children reflect on their own experiences.

Giraffe is not feeling well. She has a hot head and a sore throat. Mum says Giraffe will need 
to visit the doctor. Giraffe feels nervous, but the doctor is very gentle and she is soon feeling 
better.

The Experiences Matter series of picture books provide a gentle means of discussing 
experiences, boosting self-esteem and reinforcing good behaviour. Supports the Personal, 
Social and Emotional Development Area of Learning in the Early Years Foundation Stage, 
and is also suitable for use with children in KS1 and can be used to discuss values. Suitable 
for children under 5.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/sue-graves/


EXPERIENCES MATTER: RHINO MAKES A FRIEND
Sue Graves
Illustrated by Trevor Dunton

• ISBN: 9781445173283
• Format: Hardback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

Rhino Makes a Friend offers a gentle introduction to the experience of meeting new 
people for young children.

This funny, charming story is the perfect way to introduce young children to the experience 
of making new friends. Also included are suggestions for activities and ideas to talk through 
together to help children reflect on their own experiences.

When Rhino’s friends are all busy in the holidays, Rhino starts at a holiday camp. He doesn’t 
know anyone there and is worried about making friends. But he soon finds people to play 
with.

The Experiences Matter series of picture books provide a gentle means of discussing 
experiences, boosting self-esteem and reinforcing good behaviour. Supports the Personal, 
Social and Emotional Development Area of Learning in the Early Years Foundation Stage, 
and is also suitable for use with children in KS1 and can be used to discuss values. Suitable 
for children under 5.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/sue-graves/


PANDEMIC PLANET
Anna Claybourne

• ISBN: 9781445180700
• Format: Hardback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 48

Pandemic Planet gives young readers a clear, insightful, non-alarmist introduction to 
viruses and pandemics.

Covid-19 has changed our world almost beyond recognition, but viruses and pandemics 
have always been with us. Pandemic Planet explores how we define pandemics, describes 
pandemics through the ages, from the Black Death to SARS, and assesses how we can arm 
ourselves against them, both at an individual and a global level.

The matter-of-fact, clear and non-alarmist approach will reassure anxious readers. The book 
also looks at how we can learn from pandemics, as well as some unexpectedly positive 
outcomes

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/anna-claybourne/


CIVIL RIGHTS STORIES: LGBTQ+ RIGHTS
Louise Spilsbury
Illustrated by Toby Newsome

• ISBN: 9781445171364
• Format: Hardback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

This book explains civil rights, and the reasons why LGBTQ+ people have had to fight for 
equal rights, in an accessible way for younger readers.

LGBTQ+ movements through history are explored chronologically. A selection of key civil 
rights moments and movements are broken down into short blocks of text that explain the 
reasons why LGBTQ+ people have faced prejudice, violence and closed minds, and the ways 
they have overcome many obstacles on the path to equality. It looks at historical examples, 
such as attitudes in ancient Egypt and early LGBTQ+ organisations, along with modern 
events, such as HIV/AIDS, Pride marches, same-sex marriage and transgender rights.

Prominent civil rights campaigners and figures are featured and a timeline helps readers to 
see at a glance how the fight for LGBTQ+ rights has evolved over time. Sensitive illustrations 
help to illuminate the text, and will aid readers in understanding some of the trickier 
concepts. Death and violence are mentioned, but are wholly in context and are written 
about in a non-alarmist way with the age of the reader very much in mind. The book 
includes a foreword by prominent LGBTQ+ activist and advocate, broadcaster and London 
Night Czar, Amy Lamé.

The Civil Rights Stories series is a vital resource for younger readers aged 7+ who are being 
introduced to these topics or are studying them in school.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/louise-spilsbury/


CIVIL RIGHTS STORIES: REFUGEES AND HOMELANDS
Louise Spilsbury
Illustrated by Toby Newsome

• ISBN: 9781445171418
• Format: Hardback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

This book explains civil rights and the reasons why refugees flee their homelands in an 
accessible way for younger readers.

Refugee movements through history are explored chronologically. A selection of key civil 
rights moments and movements are broken down into short blocks of text that explain the 
reasons why these people fled their homelands and the ways they were treated when they 
arrived in new lands. It looks at historical examples, such as the Huguenots and World War 
refugees, along with modern crisis, such as Syria, refugee camps in Africa and those fleeing 
violence in South and Central America.

Prominent civil rights campaigners and figures are featured and a timeline helps readers to 
see at a glance how the fight for refugee rights has evolved over time. Sensitive illustrations 
help to illuminate the text and will aid readers in understanding some of the trickier 
concepts. Death and violence are mentioned, but are wholly in context and are written 
about in a non-alarmist way with the age of the reader very much in mind. The book 
includes a foreword by British journalist and television presenter, Nelufar Hedayat.

The Civil Rights Stories series is a vital resource for younger readers aged 7+ who are being 
introduced to these topics or are studying them in school.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/louise-spilsbury/


DISCOVER AND DO: PLANTS
Jane Lacey

• ISBN: 9781445177212
• Format: Hardback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

DISCOVER the facts and DO the activities in this fun science series

Discover and Do! Science is the perfect introduction to science for readers aged 7 and up 
who enjoy getting creative! Each book looks at core science topics and brings them to life 
through a lively combination of experiments, craft activities and quizzes.

Discover & Do! Plants takes an up-close look at plants, exploring essential scientific topics 
such as germination, photosynthesis and pollination, alongside how we can care for the 
plants on Earth. Along the way, readers will discover how to do a local plant survey, sprout 
beans, watch water travel through a plant and much more!

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/jane-lacey/


DISCOVER AND DO: SOUND
Jane Lacey

• ISBN: 9781445177229
• Format: Hardback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

DISCOVER the facts and DO the activities in this fun science series

Discover and Do! Science is the perfect introduction to science for readers aged 7 and up 
who enjoy getting creative! Each book looks at core science topics and brings them to life 
through a lively combination of experiments, craft activities and quizzes.

Discover & Do! Sound takes an up-close look at sound, exploring essential scientific topics 
such as sounds waves, ultrasound and reflection, alongside details of how our ears work, 
and how music is made. Along the way, readers will discover how to make an echo-catcher, 
put together a model ear, design a sound cannon and much more!

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/jane-lacey/


ME AND MY WORLD: LIFE ONLINE
Sarah Ridley
Anne Rooney
Illustrated by Ryan Wheatcroft

• ISBN: 9781445173382
• Format: Hardback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

This book is an ideal resource for exploring and discussing online safety and 
includes topics such as using search engines, playing online games, cyber bullying, 
trolls and much more.

Me and My World explores topics that are important to children aged 6 plus as 
they grow up. The text and illustrations provide lots of talking points and 
questions help children to relate information to themselves and discover their 
similarities and differences. In the classroom, the books are great for exploring 
the topics in the RSE 2020 curriculum. The titles in the series are Being safe, My 
behaviour, My family, My friends, My growing body and Life online.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/sarah-ridley/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/anne-rooney-3/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/ryan-wheatcroft/


ME AND MY WORLD: MY BEHAVIOUR
Illustrated by Ryan Wheatcroft
C.J. Polin

• ISBN: 9781445173399
• Format: Hardback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

This book is an ideal resource for exploring and discussing what is good behaviour 
and includes topics such as respect, behaviour in different places (at home, at 
school and the wider world), how to behave with friends and family, and much 
more.

Me and My World explores topics that are important to children aged 6 plus as 
they grow up. The text and illustrations provide lots of talking points and 
questions help children to relate information to themselves and discover their 
similarities and differences. In the classroom, the books are great for exploring 
the topics in the RSE 2020 curriculum. The titles in the series are Being safe, My 
behaviour, My family, My friends, My growing body and Life online.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/ryan-wheatcroft/


THE EMOTION OCEAN: ANGELFISH FEELS ANGRY
Katie Woolley
Illustrated by David Arumi

• ISBN: 9781445174037
• :Format: Hardback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

Angelfish Feels Angry is a picture book that helps young children discuss their 
feelings and build positive relationships. It offers a gentle introduction to the 
emotion of anger and offers some ways in which to deal with it. In the story, 
Angelfish is so cross when Whale accidentally damages her painting that she 
reacts angrily and hurts Whale’s feelings. Luckily, their teacher Mr Narwhal helps 
Angelfish understand how she can deal with angry feelings in future and together 
they work out how to repair Angelfish’s friendship with Whale.

The Emotion Ocean series of picture books for children aged 4 plus are a great 
way to promote discussion of feelings and emotions, help build positive 
relationships and boost self-esteem and good behaviour. The series supports the 
Personal, Social and Emotional Development Area of Learning in the Early Years 
Foundation Stage, and the RSE curriculum 2020 and is also suitable for use with 
children in KS1 and can be used to discuss virtues and values. The stories are 
accompanied by fun and humourous illustrations which really engage young 
children.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/katie-woolley/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/david-arumi/


THE EMOTION OCEAN: SHARK FEELS SHY
Katie Woolley
Illustrated by David Arumi

• ISBN: 9781445174532
• :Format: Hardback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

Shark Feels Jealous is a picture book that helps young children discuss their 
feelings and build positive relationships. It offers a gentle introduction to the 
emotion of shyness and offers some ways in which to deal with it. In the story, 
Shark wants to participate in his class’s ‘Show and Tell’ but he feels too shy to 
come forward. Luckily his teacher has a good idea to help him build confidence.

The Emotion Ocean series of picture books for children aged 4 plus are a great 
way to promote discussion of feelings and emotions, help build positive 
relationships and boost self-esteem and good behaviour. The series supports the 
Personal, Social and Emotional Development Area of Learning in the Early Years 
Foundation Stage, and the RSE curriculum 2020 and is also suitable for use with 
children in KS1 and can be used to discuss virtues and values. The stories are 
accompanied by fun and humourous illustrations which really engage young 
children.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/katie-woolley/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/david-arumi/


DINO-SORTED!: EXTRAORDINARY (CERAPODA) DINOSAURS
Sonya Newland

• ISBN: 9781445173566
• :Format: Hardback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

Classify the features of prehistoric creatures!

Take a trip back in time to meet the unusual Cerapoda! Discover the amazing 
features of this diverse group of dinosaurs, from horns to head crests, giant neck 
frills to thick domed skulls. Find out how they moved, fed, fought and survived in 
the prehistoric world.

This is the must-have guide to extraordinary dinosaurs for dino-mad kids aged 7 
and over.

Learn about classifying prehistoric creatures with the Dino-sorted! series. Get a 
close-up look at dinosaurs and other ancient beasts, with large colourful artwork, 
and discover the key features that they have in common.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/sonya-newland/


DINO-SORTED!: ARMOURED (THYREOPHORA) DINOSAURS
Sonya Newland

• ISBN: 9781445173580
• :Format: Hardback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

Classify the features of prehistoric creatures!

Take a trip back in time to meet the armoured thyreophora! Find out about the 
huge plates, fearsome spikes and deadly tail clubs that kept these dinosaurs well 
protected. Discover the different features of the stegosaur and ankylosaur 
groups, and learn how they survived in the prehistoric world. This is the must-
have guide to armoured dinosaurs for dino-mad kids aged 7 and over.

Learn about classifying prehistoric creatures with the Dino-sorted! series. Get a 
close-up look at dinosaurs and other ancient beasts, with large colourful artwork, 
and discover the key features that they have in common

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/sonya-newland/


DIGITAL 101
Ben Hubbard

• ISBN: 9781445172910
• :Format: Hardback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 112

The perfect guide for kids learning to navigate the online world enjoyably and 
safely

The Internet can be a fun, creative, collaborative place to share, learn and 
experience the world and connect with all kinds of people. But being a good 
digital citizen comes with responsibilities and advisories. Digital 101 will help 
children aged 7+ navigate this sophisticated and ever-changing form of 
communication through a series of scenarios, from learning how to set a strong 
password to how to deal with trolls, and most importantly, knowing when it’s 
time to step away from the screen and enjoy the real world all around us.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/ben-hubbard-7/


NATURE NEEDS YOU!
Liz Gogerly
Illustrated by Sr. Sánchez

• ISBN: 9781445172873
• :Format: Hardback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 48

Four friends, Anjali, Lulu, Mason and Noah, discover an injured fox in the garden and 
need to take it to an animal rescue centre. There, they begin a year of discovery learning 
about the amazing animals, plants and places that make up our natural world.
As the year goes on the children talk to lots of different people, from park rangers and 
environmentalists, to teachers and grandparents. They learn lots of things about the 
natural world, from biodiversity, food chains and climate change to pollination, plastic 
pollution and ecosystems.

Throughout there are ‘Take Action’ advice panels, which give examples of small ways that 
people can get involved to help protect nature.

Get Busy activity suggestions encourage children to be actively engaged with nature, by 
birdwatching or planting wild flowers.

There are also full-page, step-by-step activities for how to make a bug hotel and a bird 
feeder.
By the end of the book, readers will have a better understanding of the importance of 
nature, humans impact on nature and what can be done to help protect it
Look out for the other titles in this series: Go Green, Wild Weather and Save our Seas.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/liz-gogerly/


Wayland



INFOMOJIS: INVENTIONS
Jon Richards
Ed Simkins

• ISBN: 9781526308856
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

An emoji-based fact book that takes infographics to the next evolution – injecting fun 
into facts

Are there any inventions older than the wheel? Who invented the computer? What was 
all the fuss about inventing a flying machine – and was it really that dangerous? Whether 
it spins, flies, lights up or explodes, Infomojis: Inventions is all about exploring inventions 
in a fun and engaging way. Core scientific areas of investigation are covered, such as how 
wing shape creates lift or how splitting atoms creates a deadly bang!

The book features custom-made ‘infomojis’ – presenting the information with real 
personality! So inject fun into facts, and take your young astronomer to the next 
evolution in infographics.

Infomojis is a series of ten books that are perfect for curious readers aged 8+.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/jon-richards/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/ed-simkins/


INFOMOJIS: SPORTS
Jon Richards
Ed Simkins

• ISBN: 9781526307064
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

An emoji-based fact book that takes infographics to the next evolution – injecting fun 
into facts

Which ancient cultures enjoyed a bit of sporting competition? Who won the first 
marathon? How hard do top tennis players hit the ball, and which is the most dangerous 
sport? Whether you hit it, bounce it, run at top speed or ride in or on it, Infomojis: 
Sports is all about exploring sport in a fun and engaging way. Core scientific areas of 
investigation are covered, such as how streamlined F1 cars are designed to reduce drag 
and why athletes’ bodies need muscle power to compete!

The book features custom-made ‘infomojis’ – presenting the information with real 
personality! So inject fun into facts, and take your young astronomer to the next 
evolution in infographics.

Infomojis is a series of ten books that are perfect for curious readers aged 8+.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/jon-richards/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/ed-simkins/


MAKER MODELS: BIOSPHERE AND MINI-GARDEN
Anna Claybourne

• ISBN: 9781526307460
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

Craft meets STEAM in these lively books that will help you design, build and create!

Get ready to build your very own biosphere or mini-garden! From fountains to 
greenhouses grounds and grass art, the step-by-step projects will give you all the 
instructions you need to make every element a model biosphere needs.

Every project has been designed to work using things you can find lying around at home, 
like disposable containers and packaging, and basic art and craft equipment.

Why not check out the other books in the Maker Models series? Each book focuses on a 
place and will go through creating various parts of the structure. You could learn to make 
a space centre, a fairground, a transport hub, a mini-garden and biosphere or a theatre 
and film set and all the elements that constitute them.

For children aged 9+, this illustrated series will be great for rainy days and science days 
and a good inspiration for DT classes and clubs.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/anna-claybourne/


MOTORMANIA: SPORTS CARS
Rob Colson

• ISBN: 9781526313119
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

Get up-close to the most famous and unique cars ever made!

What is a sports car? Just how fast are are they? And how have they changed over the 
last century? Get the answers to all these questions, and more, with this guide to some 
of the best cars ever made.

Motormania is the perfect series for car-mad kids. Striking photos ensure each car is 
displayed in all its glory, while top-trump style fact files and detailed ‘tech points’ 
highlight the engineering that makes each car special. This series mixes the very latest in 
car design and engineering with the greatest classics of the past, and is perfect for petrol 
heads aged 7+.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/rob-colson/


MOTORMANIA: CLASSIC CARS
Rob Colson

• ISBN: 9781526313133 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

Get up-close to the most famous and unique cars ever made!

What makes a car classic? Just how fast are classic cars? And how have classic cars 
influenced cars today? Get the answers to all these questions, and more, with this guide 
to some of the best cars ever made.

Motormania is the perfect series for car-mad kids. Striking photos ensure each car is 
displayed in all its glory, while top-trump style fact files and detailed ‘tech points’ 
highlight the engineering that makes each car special. This series mixes the very latest in 
car design and engineering with the greatest classics of the past, and is perfect for petrol 
heads aged 7+.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/rob-colson/


THE BEST EVER JOBS IN: SCIENCE
Paul Mason

• ISBN: 9781526312617
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 48

Does your child dream of a future career be in the exciting world of science? This book 
will show them that there is so much more to a science career than peering at bacteria 
through a microscope.

The perfect book for budding astronauts, crime scene investigators, brain surgeons, 
particle physicists or even volcanologists. This book highlights the importance of studying 
STEAM subjects at school to open up the route into these professions. There are lots of 
careers that use science in one way or another and this book will open their eyes and 
mind to the possibilities that science can bring.

Famous and leading scientists in their fields are featured throughout. Readers will also go 
behind the scenes with crime scene investigators, palaeontologists, scientific 
photographers, food scientists and the particle physicists at CERN to discover more about 
how these professionals do their jobs.

This series is ideal for readers aged 9+ who are considering their options at school. Many 
children worry about job opportunities in the future and these books highlight a great 
range of jobs in STEM and STEAM subject areas, which can help inspire them to think 
about where they want their lives to take them.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/paul-mason/


THE FARTS THAT ANIMALS PARP
Paul Mason
Illustrated by Tony De Saulles
Illustrated by Gemma Hastilow

• ISBN: 9781526312235
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

Discover the wackiest facts about animals and their farts – and the scintillating science 
behind them!

Hold your nose for the latest batch of wacky animal facts in The Farts That Animals Parp! 
Try not to faint as you take in the science behind these beasts’ many ghastly gases … you 
won’t believe how much wind blows about in the animal kingdom!

Following on from The Poo That Animals Do and The Wee That Animals Pee, this book 
combines gut-busting illustrations with fascinating and funny photos, making it perfect 
for any curious reader, but ideally pitched for 7+.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/paul-mason/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/tony-de-saulles-2/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/gemma-hastilow/


• ISBN: 9781526314444
• Format: Hardback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

Does your child love to find out what makes top mammal predators experts at hunting? 
They will be staggered at the variety of techniques mammals use to bring down their prey!

Speedy cheetahs outpace their victims, polar bears can sniff out a seal from far away, killer 
whales team up in coordinated attacks and chimpanzees grab weapons. Different techniques 
and adaptations are examined in detail, showing how mammal predators are perfectly 
suited to their habitat and to the prey they pursue.

Each spread has dramatic photographs and looks in detail at one mammal predator and 
focuses on its primary weapon, such as claws, stamina or ambush. The prey animal shows us 
how it attempts to evade certain death, whether through camouflage, a speedy retreat or 
safety in numbers. Stat panels give readers a quick overview of how predator and prey stack 
up against each other.
Predators are awe-inspiring. Whether they are fast, strong, armed with claws or teeth, 
cunning, patient or venomous, they are all masters of the art of killing their prey. Young 
readers will love the Predator Vs Prey series with its amazing photographs and the details 
about super-senses or incredible adaptations. These books also highlight the variety of life 
on Earth and reinforces how animals are adapted to their habitats.

Suitable for readers aged 7+ who are either fascinated by wildlife or are studying natural 
history or animal adaptations or classification.

PREDATOR VS PREY: HOW LIONS AND OTHER MAMMALS 
ATTACK
Tim Harris

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/tim-harris-2/


• ISBN: 9781526314574
• Format: Hardback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

Does your child love to find out what makes top bird predators experts at hunting? They 
will be staggered at the variety of techniques our feathered friends use to bring down their 
prey!

Speedy peregrines swoop on their victims, hobbys have superior aerial manoeuvring skills, 
short-toed eagles team up in coordinated attacks and thrushes bash their prey against rocks. 
Different techniques and adaptations are examined in detail, showing how bird predators 
are perfectly suited to their habitat and to the prey they pursue.

Each spread has dramatic photographs and looks in detail at one bird and focuses on its 
primary weapon, such as talons, hearing or ambush. The prey animal shows us how it 
attempts to evade certain death, whether through camouflage, a speedy retreat or safety in 
numbers. Stat panels give readers a quick overview of how predator and prey stack up 
against each other.

Predators are awe-inspiring. Whether they are fast, strong, armed with claws or teeth, 
cunning, patient or venomous, they are all masters of the art of killing their prey. Young 
readers will love the Predator Vs Prey series with its amazing photographs and the details 
about super-senses or incredible adaptations. These books also highlight the variety of life 
on Earth and reinforces how animals are adapted to their habitats.

Suitable for readers aged 7+ who are either fascinated by wildlife or are studying natural 
history or animal adaptations or classification.

PREDATOR VS PREY: HOW EAGLES AND OTHER BIRDS ATTACK
Tim Harris

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/tim-harris-2/


• ISBN: 9781526314574
• Format: Hardback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

Discover some of the fastest vehicles ever made!

From deafening dragsters to a rocket car that is faster than the speed of sound, 
these are vehicles that push the extremes. Find out about the fastest cars on the 
planet, and learn what it takes to drive them to maximum speed.

This book is part of the Maximum Speed speed, a collection of books that take a 
close look at record-breaking vehicles and the people who build, drive and pilot 
them. Each book details how each craft has evolved over time, and how they're 
engineered for extreme performance. These books are the perfect introduction for 
future engineers and designers aged 9+.

Maximum Speed: Crazy Cars



• ISBN: 9781526314178
• Format: Hardback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

Discover some of the fastest vehicles ever made!

From lightweight dirt bikes to record-breaking streamliners, motorbikes are thrilling 
to ride. Find out about the fastest vehicles on two wheels, and learn what it takes to 
ride them to maximum speed.

This book is part of the Maximum Speed speed, a collection of books that take a 
close look at record-breaking vehicles and the people who build, drive and pilot 
them. Each book details how each craft has evolved over time, and how they're 
engineered for extreme performance. These books are the perfect introduction for 
future engineers and designers aged 9+.

Maximum Speed: Magnificent Motorbikes


